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In spite of losing her parents at a young age, Nevada had never missed a birthday celebration and
her twenty-fifth was going to be life-changing. That is if she can convince her protective older
brothers, Dakota and Jericho, to loosen the apron strings and let her claim her grannyâ€™s land.
With it, she just might have a chance at her own life.An ex-con, Tanner Jessup, needed a jobâ€”bad.
Down to his last tank of gas, he has little option but to accept Nevada Sandersâ€™ offer of work.
Falsely accused of a crime he hadnâ€™t committed once before by the daughter of a wealthy
rancher he trusted, he planned to keep his distance from his new boss lady. But as he worked side
by side with her through the long summer days, the attraction that sizzled between them was too hot
to ignore.With the vast differences between them, was it time to move on? Or could he come to
terms with his past and find a future with the woman who had stolen the heart right out of his
chest?If you like cowboys who can't help but fall in love with curvy women, check out The Cowboy's
Homecoming Series
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Nevada and Tanner â€¦ Romantic , sexy , family , end a HEA with a little tease about â€¦ No spoilers
here . It was a quick read that held your attention easily and it was enjoyable . Will definitely be

reading more books by these ladies ! Certainly hope to find more in this series .

This is a traditional romance story that I highly recommend. It has everything in it, family , love , a
sweet heroine and let's not forget sexy cowboys !! Joann and Patricia tell wonderful stories and I
look forward to new ones all the time.

I absolutely loved the story line. Was rustic ,romantic in the way I like. I loved Tanner. I've already
downloaded the next books. Starting the next story as soon as I've finished this. I love reading about
cowboys,and military, veterans hero's

Great book! The setting is breathtaking, the characters are believable, realistic, and charming. The
plot is exceptional. Tanner and Nevada have a rough start and bumps along the way but they do get
their HEA. A very good read!

I enjoyed Nevada and Tanner's story. They have survived troubling events from the past on the
road to each other. Can an ex-con and a sheltered ranch princess find happiness, well the answer
is yes. The book is a little short but, if you are looking for a great way to spend an afternoon this the
perfect book.

NEVADA'S PRIDE is the start to another Baker and Mason BBW romance novella series. I was
glued to this story because the characters were interesting and the drama kept things flowing well.
The resolution to the drama did seem a little fast considering there's an unresolved issue in the
community and a lawman who doesn't seem quite right, but I suspect the authors will re-visit those
areas in future additions to this series. But, needless to say, the ending was just the type of HEA
I've come to expect from this writing duo. Can't wait for the next story!

NEVADA Sanders inherited her grandmother's 500 acres and the house which was in need of
repairs since it had been empty for some time. She remembered the cowboy who was looking for
work that showed up at her birthday party. She went looking for him and found Tanner Jessup and
offered him a job to work for her. He tells her why he served two years if a five year prison term for
rape. Her brother s are not happy with her decision to hire Tanner but disbelieve Tanner but she
would not admit she had stated to have feelings for him. Sorry to say I have read book number 2
and 3 and up know who the rapist is in Heartbreak Ridge.

It's frustrating to have to read a sentence more than once because it doesn't make sense. It seems
that a lot of the books are this way nowadays and it's sad that society doesn't take more pride in
their work.
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